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MOBILELOCK™ 
DS530 Solar Charger 
NOTE: This product works only with the DS600 Mobilelock 

Product Function 
The MOBILELOCK

TM
 DS530 Solar Charger helps to keep your DS600 Mobilelock fully charged.  

First, fully charge your DS600 Mobilelock using the 120v Mobilelock power adaptor plugged 

into an outlet (charging a DS600 only from the DS530 solar charger may take several days).  

Mount the DS530 in a location that has optimal sun.  There are four pieces of tape and four 

holes in the aluminum frame to be used for mounting. When using tape, make sure that the 

mounting surface is clean from wax, dirt and is dry.  Test to make sure mounting is secure. 

NOTE: The mounting tape is high bond type and may ruin the mounting surface 

in the event it is removed. 

Once mounted plug the mini-DIN (round 7 pin) power connector into the charge port on the 

DS600.  Make sure the “Charger Removed” notification is unchecked on the website.  It is 

recommended to also uncheck the “Full Charge” alert on the website as it may result in 

multiple full charge notifications per day. 

Although the charger is made for the sun, please do not expose your DS530 to 

extreme temperatures beyond the outdoor temperature.  Rain, snow and 

humidity will not harm it.   

 

Specifications: 
Output: 5V 

Solar Panel: 10W 

Product Dimensions: 13.26 in x 8.03 in x 0.7 in 

Product Weight: 2.5 lbs 

Full One Year Warranty 

The DS530 Mobilelock Solar Charger is warranted for one year from date of purchase.  We will 

repair, without charge, any defects due to faulty materials or workmanship.  For warranty 

repair information visit www.dewaltmobilelock.com or email us at 

info@dewaltmobilelock.com.  This warranty does not apply to damage caused by negligent use 

or where repairs have been made or attempted by others.  This warranty gives you specific 

legal rights and you may have other rights in certain states or provinces.  


